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Argentina

“The land of Silver”, Argentina, a destination treasures. Argentina is the
world’s eighth largest nation, because of its immense size, it offers a huge
variety of natural landscapes and a dynamic culural hetitage to match, ideal for
incentives.
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Day 1

o

Arrival and transfer from Buenos Aires International Airport to the hotel

o

Evening – It takes two

One of the city’s most exclusive tango houses is the location for your introduction to Argentina’s revered dance.
After a delicious Argentine dinner and fine wines, sit back and enjoy the grace and glamour of this musical genre.
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Day 2
o

Morning – Welcome to Buenos Aires

Time to discover the history of this vibrant city where you’ll be surprised how much it resembles some European
capitals. Soak up the colonial sights and beguiling sounds of San Telmo’s cobblestoned streets, stroll through
colourful Caminito and sip the traditional gaucho drink mate in the fashionable neighbourhood of Recoleta.

o

Afternoon – Navigate the Parana Delta

Enjoy a leisurely cruise through the Delta of the River Parana, the world’s thirteenth largest river. Cruise past
colonial mansions and houses on stilts, through the subtropical wonderland and come ashore at Tigres to visit the
popular craft and fruit market of “Puerto de Frutos”.

o

Evening – El Zanjón

Housed in a building with archaeological findings, El Zanjón’s elegant rooms and mysterious tunnels combine to
provide a fascinating peek into the history of Buenos Aires and a wonderful setting for dinner.
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Day 3

o

El Calafate, Glaciers National Park

Depart Buenos Aires for El Calafate, home to one of the world’s most outstanding natural jewels; Perito Moreno.
More than 30,000 years old, this UNESCO world heritage site is one of the world’s few advancing glaciers.
Follow the paths that lead you to its magnificent face and soak up the amazing views. Put on your “crampons” and
enjoy an unforgettable walk on the ice. All the while the constant sound of ice breaking echoes all round!
The day ends in a nearby traditional restaurant where you’ll indulge in some local delicacies including Patagonian
lamb spit roasted next to an open wood fire.
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Day 4

o

Ice Rivers

Your ice adventure continues with a full day excursion through the ‘Ice Rivers”. Marvel at the magnificent colours of
the Glaciers Upsala and Onelli during the navigation to the northern channel of Lake Argentino. For dinner, take
our suggestion and visit one of the many excellent gourmet restaurants; La Posta, Parrilla La Tablita, Casimiro
Bigua or Pascasio.
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Day 5
o

The end of the world

Morning transfer by air to Ushuaia.

o

Afternoon

Discover the beauty and mystery of the Beagle Channel, the historic route sailed by settlers and explorers
centuries ago. From the local pier board your twin hulled catamaran and head off along the Beagle Channel
enjoying panoramic views of the city and the channel and its surrounding mountain ranges Montes Olivia and
Cinco Hermanos.

While sailing the Bay of Ushuaia see the southernmost city in the world, Mount Olivia, Estancias (ranches) Fique
and Tunel, then sail past the historical Les Eclaireurs lighthouse. Keep watch for sea elephants, sea lions and
several varieties of bird species.
o

Evening

Enjoy a selection of regional seafood, the delicious taste of which is matched by breath taking views of
snowcapped mountains.
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Day 6
o

Tierra del Fuego

Today is yours to explore this pristine national park, roam among its peat bogs, hidden lakes, wild cherry forests
and rich flora and fauna. Ride on the Austral Fueguino train ‘the train to the end of the world’, crossing the Pipo
River with stops for stunning photo opportunities of Lago Roca, Lapataia Bay as well as the majestic peaks of
Cerro Nevado and La Cadena Sampaio.

o

Evening

In the midst of this natural beauty stands the rustic setting for tonight’s fueguean lamb dinner; Patagonia Mia. Its
your final evening in Argentina and a perfect opportunity to contemplate the new places you have visited; from the
mythical city of Ushuaia in Tierra del Fuego to the vibrant melting pot of Buenos Aires.
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